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Abstract:

Information and communication technology has been adopted as a positive technological change in almost every industry; and education industry has not been excluded from this revolution.

Education is considered as an important key to the transformation & overall development of human life. In today’s competitive world; being literate is not enough; perusing higher education is in demand. The quality of education can be enhanced when educational institutions embrace the innovative and quality ways for teaching & learning processes. ICT symbolizes ‘new time’ in the evolution of education. Usage of ICT in education industry includes using information & technology in the form of hardware, software & applications in collecting storing students’ data, imparting knowledge through audio-visual aids, conducting examination & evaluation of students etc. To sum up, ICT can really be proved advantageous to enhance quality of higher education.

Based on primary data; this paper aims at encouraging the use of ICT to enhance the quality of education by understanding the current status of ICT practice in educational institutions and identifying key benefits & challenges of ICT with special reference to institutes in Mumbai suburbs.
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Introduction

The influence of ICT incredibly revolutionized the educational environment. People have accepted it as a reality. However, there are different views in the educational sector regarding the importance & growing prospective of ICT. The positive side of ICT advocates on integrating ICT with educational system in meaningful way so that the learning experience generated will be as the expectation of the teacher. ICT facilitate the growth of innovative educational conceptions, establishes new models of communication braking up the barriers of traditionalism in the classroom. However the challenges of ICT in education come with a thought of so called knowledge based society which is reluctant to get converted into information society. The information society or digital society is the society they attempt to convert itself with technology.

Technology when blended with knowledge creates opportunities for change & adoption but posing challenges too. ICT has given way to a teaching role based on the need for training in & updating ones knowledge of teaching methods based on current requirements. For this to happen the functional role of teachers within the approach towards ICT required change in their methodological practices. This change is not just technological or methodological change but the change in the mind set. So, the teachers or educationalist belong to the traditional view on teaching & learning must shift their mind set optimistically towards the impact of ICT in educational industry.

The ICT Policy in higher education aims at preparing youth to participate creatively in the establishment, sustenance and growth of a knowledge society leading to all round socio-economic development of the nation and global competitiveness. The introduction of ICT in the higher education has profound implications for the whole education process ranging from investment to the use of technologies in dealing with key issues of access, equity, management, efficiency, pedagogy and quality.
Key Benefits of ICT-based Education:

- Promotes Learning by doing approach
- Enables self-paced learning
- Provides access to wide range of up-to-date learning materials
- Enriches learning through a combination of audio, video, images, text and animation
- Enhances learning through interaction and collaboration
- Provides a platform that engages students
- Student-centered Learning
- Supporting Knowledge Construction
- Anyplace learning & Anytime learning
- Information Literacy

Review of Literature

Namita Saxeena (2017), the benefit of ICT as a potential tool for extending educational opportunities and making major differences in the learning of students and teaching approaches. ICT is an assisting tool that brings innovation in teaching skills and encourages interest and active participation of students in learning. The significant argument of this paper is that the major advantage of ICT as source to paper present and next generation of students for a work place where use of ICT is becoming more and more ubiquitous. The paper also triggers at the limitations of ICT use in education in terms of resistance and lack of from the circle of teachers in using this technology.

Adavbiela Jushina (2016), today information & communication technology plays a vital role in the learning & teaching process of education. There are many researches with source problem in ICT integration in teaching & learning in many developed countries but in developing country like Nigeria it is very few. The integration ICT in teaching & learning is considered as medium in which a variety of approaches were implemented. So, finally this paper concludes by saying that ICT can play a significant role in improving the overall quality of higher education.

Kayiwa Shafik et. al (2016), the paper focuses on contribution of ICT not in teaching & learning process but in the higher educational administrative in Uganda. Most of the paper on this domain concentrate on how ICT has led changes in the way educational institutions carry out activities & process related to teaching & learning. However this paper caters to the other area which is as crucial as teaching & learning in educational institutions. & that is administration of this institution. If well implemented & utilized, ICT can offer various benefits to educational administration including time saving, cost effective & ease or convenience. The main aim of this study
is to identified the role ICT in higher educational administration in Uganda with the view to motivate the institution for the adoption of ICT in their administration.

**Hussain D. (2014)**, had increased use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) has brought changes to teaching and learning at all levels of higher education systems (HES) leading to quality enhancements. Traditional forms of teaching and learning are increasingly being converted to online and virtual environments. There are endless possibilities with the integration of ICT in the education system. The use of ICT in education not only improves classroom teaching learning process, but also provides the facility of e-learning. ICT has enhanced distance learning. The teaching community is able to reach remote areas and learners are able to access qualitative learning environment from anywhere and at any time. It is important that teachers or trainers should be made to adopt technology in their teaching styles to provide pedagogical and educational gains to the learners. Successful implementation of ICT to lead change is more about influencing and empowering teachers and supporting them in their engagement with students in learning rather than acquiring computer skills and obtaining software and equipment. ICT enabled education will ultimately lead to the democratization of education.

**Navdeep Kaur (2015)**, the industry ready students need the industry ready trainers. For this there has to be an appropriate integration of ICT and education. So the teachers also require upgrading themselves with the latest trends in teaching methodology. This entire paper emphasis on using such latest trend for the teachers through teachers with procures a great opportunity to be empowered. The general term of ICT followed by its utility in education sector. The ICT should be integrated in universities at national and international level for a better nation. Due to some common barriers the teachers find it difficult to promote ICT and so they are not confident in effective training and sometimes technical support is not provided by the organization. However, teachers must take up ICT to look beyond the textbook and traditional aids which will further enhance both learning and teaching experience. After all, it would be a great revolution if teachers are empowered with enhanced qualities so as to shape brighter future of the students who are the true representatives of progressive nation.

**Khuram Shahzad et. al (2015)**, use of visual aid as (Project,Picture,Animation,Video) as a motivational tools in improving students & teacher attention in teaching learning process. This also shows that how improve education in & how its plays a vital role & with our education nobody can lead a good life. Visual are the tools which help the teachers to Co-ordinate and establish the concept of the topic for the learner to make it more interactive motivating and encouraging. Visual aids help in creating an interesting environment in class, create conceptual thinking, provide direct experience, increase the vocabulary of the students. The use of visual aids will improve the quality of education, and recommendation that the college authority and ministry of education should take positive action to provide facility of visual aids to improve the overall quality of education.
Muhammad Saqib Khan (2015), this report talks about ICT which stand for information & communication technologies. ICT focuses on communication technologies e.g. Internet, wireless network, cell phone & other communications medium. In the past few years communication technologies have provides masses to easily connect share & educate themselves, through instant messaging, voice over IP & video confirming, the best example of social networking is Facebook, which has helped users from all over the world to reunite contact & communicate on a day to day basis. New & modern ICT have created a world to become a global village, masses can share contact view as well as communicate with each other and get entertained as if they are neighbours and they live next door.

Gloria Oyovwe – Tinuoye (2013), the hindrance associated with the use of ICT in quality education are insufficient ICT facilities, not great accessories, poor power supply, teachers who look ICT knowledge, no time for teachers to contribute, poor staff, and lack of technical assistance.

Romina Ifeoma Asiyai (2011), the importance of education all over the world its implementation on all sectors of the society and its compulsion that government has created for every individuals, be it any class and zone. ICT is a communication technology used by organization personal, student, teaches every individual who needs to draw information, also organize, create, manipulate, solve, find, share, collaborate, modify, analyze, evaluate, & disseminate information through the medium of internet which is a must and most significant discovery of mankind in the 21st century.

ITC has helped the education industry in simplifying and enhancing the education would to the pupils, ITC has also made the world turn into a global village, ITC has also made distance education possible world guide. Information is broadcasted to the masses as well as educational institutes have taken up common cabled computers & media network to part knowledge, digitalization has taken over the world making it effective & easy for every individual to know, share gain and impact current knowledge & scenario to each & every part of the world making it sound truly a world which can called a global village indeed.

Yasmeen Gulbahar (2008), the level of usage of pre-service teachers and instructors utilization of information and communication technologies. To examine factors that contributes to pre-service teachers’ utilization of technology and suggests recommendations regarding to the effective utilization of technology. The developments in technology have made tremendous changes in the way we live, as well as the demands of the society. The impact of new technologies on the workplace and everyday life, today’s teacher education institutions try to restructure their education programs and classroom facilities, in order to minimize the teaching and learning technology gap between present and the future. The instructors believe that technology usage is important for teaching, however lack of confidence and understanding during integration process
Objectives of the Study:

- To understand the current status of ICT in educational institutions
- To check the awareness on ICT among teachers
- To identify the perceived barriers for the adapting ICT in the institutions
- To motivate the use of ICT as a tool to enhance quality of education

Research Methodology:

- Sample size – 100
- Sampling technique – Non-probability convenience sampling
- Sample frame – Teachers from various educational institutions across Mumbai suburbs
- Data collection method – Survey through structured questionnaire

Data Interpretation:

Following is the graphical representation used to analyze the data followed by interpretations based on the questions asked to the respondents through a structured questionnaire:

Fig 1. Are you aware of the term ICT?

- Yes
- No
- Somewhat
Interpretation: 74% respondents are aware of Information & Communication technology over 22% respondents somewhat know about it.

Interpretation: 68% of the respondents use ICT for academic purpose.

Interpretation: 58% of the respondents use ICT monthly over 38% weekly.
Interpretation: Mailing is the priority purpose followed by preparing study material, examination & evaluation.

Interpretation: 46% respondents agreed that ICT saves times; 44% of respondents agree for its convenience & 38% believes that ICT safely keeps the record.
Interpretation: Only 27% respondents use ICT often in teaching whereas 55% respondents prefer use of ICT rarely.

Interpretation: 83% teachers encourage students for using ICT in their academic purpose.
Interpretation: 93% of respondents believe that ICT is improving quality of education.

Interpretation: Fear or anxiety towards ICT is the foremost problem in the usage of ICT closely followed by lack of training & lack of resources.
Interpretation: 86% respondents feel that colleges should encourage the use of ICT in teaching & learning.

Findings:

- There is considerable huge awareness of ICT among academicians.
- There is adoption of using ICT in fulfilling academic duties; however, not preferred by everyone.
- Mailing & preparing study material are the foremost jobs performed by academicians.
- Time-saving & convenient are the two virtues which make ICT the preferred tool.
- Majority of academicians believe that usage of ICT should be encouraged in the institutions as it enhances quality of education.
- Academicians feel anxious using ICT; they are not being provided training on ICT.
- There is inadequacy of proper ICT resources.

Conclusion:

ICT, similar to other industries, has proved its efficacy in the field of education too. Though academicians have agreed to the benefits offered by ICT; it is not entirely adopted or encouraged in some educational institutions. There is a massive need to train academicians about the expedient usage of ICT so that they can explore it at an extent to enhance the quality of higher education.
**Recommendation:**

- Institutions must provide proper infrastructure & resources for ICT; to motivate its usage among the teaching staff.

- They should be given appropriate training on the usage of ICT so that there will be low or no anxiety towards the technology.

- Since teachers are the idols or opinion leaders for the students; teachers must take initiatives & measures to promote the use of ICT so as to bring on the most technologically upgraded future generation.

**Limitations of the study:**

- Limited sample size & sample frame
- Incomplete responses as some respondents were reluctant to admit there resistance for newer technology.

**Scope of Research:**

This paper attempts to understand the current preference for the uses of ICT tools in institutions and its impact on enhancing quality of education. However the spectrum of ICT is very huge in terms of the tools it offers and it’s utility. The future scope of the study will be to analyze which ICT tool impacts more efficiently on education and whether it will be suitable to the education system in the areas other than the metropolitan cities.
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Annexure: Questionnaire

Name: ______________________________________________________________

Designation: ____________________________________________________________

Name of the Institution: _________________________________________________________

1. Are you aware of the term ICT (Information & Communication Technology)?
   Yes ☐ No ☐ Somewhat ☐

2. Do you use computer or internet for the academic purpose?
   Yes ☐ No ☐

3. If Yes, How Often?
   Daily ☐ Weekly ☐ Monthly ☐

4. Which of the following purpose do you use ICT in college?
   Email ☐ Preparing study material ☐ Examination ☐ Research work ☐ Evaluation ☐

5. According to you what is the benefit of using ICT for the academic purpose?
   Saves time ☐ Prepare lecture notes easily ☐ Enhance my knowledge ☐ Helps in enhancing quality of teaching ☐

6. How often do you use this technology for teaching in class?
   Never ☐ Rarely ☐ Often ☐

7. Do you encourage your students to use computer technology for their academic activities?
   Yes ☐ No ☐
   If yes, how __________________________________________
8. Do you believe ICT is improving the quality of education?
   Yes    □    No    □

9. Do you face any of the following problems in use of technology in teaching?
   □ Lack of time
   □ Unavailability of resources
   □ Slow speed
   □ Lack of training

10. Do you feel that colleges should encourage use of technology for teaching and learning?
    Yes    □
    No    □
    May be    □